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ABSTRACT
We present a detailed numerical simulation study of the effects caused by the magnetodipolar
interaction between ferromagnetic (FM) layers of a trilayer magnetic nanoelement on its mag-
netization dynamics. As an example we use a Co/Cu/Ni80Fe20 element with a square lateral
shape where the magnetization of FM layers forms a closed Landau-like domain pattern. First
we show that when the thickness of the non-magnetic (NM) spacer is in the technology
relevant region h ~ 10 nm, magnetodipolar interaction between 90o Neel domain walls in FM
layers qualitatively changes the equilibrium magnetization state of these layers. In the main of
the paper we compare the magnetization dynamics induced by a sub-nsec field pulse in a
single-layer Ni80Fe20 (Py) element and in the Co/Cu/Py trilayer element. Here we show that
(i) due to the spontaneous symmetry breaking of the Landau state in the FM/NM/FM trilayer
its domains and domain walls oscillate with different frequencies and have different spatial
oscillation patterns; (ii) magnetization oscillations of the trilayer domains are strongly supp-
ressed due to different oscillation frequencies of domains in Co and Py; (iii) magnetization
dynamics qualitatively depends on the relative rotation sense of magnetization states in Co
and Py layers and on the magnetocrystalline anisotropy kind of Co crystallites. Finally we
discuss the relation of our findings with experimental observations of magnetization dynamics
in magnetic trilayers, performed using the element-specific time-resolved X-ray microscopy.
Keywords: thin magnetic films; magnetic nanoelements; magnetization dynamics; numerical
simulations
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Studies of nanoelements patterned out of magnetic multilayers constitute now a rapidly gro-
wing research area due to their already existing and very promising future applications. Using
modern patterning technologies it is possible to produce arrays of nanoelements with lateral
sizes of  ~ 102 - 103 nm and nearly arbitrary shapes. Such elements and their arrays can be
employed in magnetic random access memory (MRAM) cells, miniaturized magnetoresistan-
ce sensors (in read/write hard disk heads), advanced high-density storage media, spintronic
devices [1] etc.
Small lateral sizes of these single- and multilayered structures lead to qualitatively new featu-
res of their magnetization dynamics, with the quantization of their spin wave eigenmodes
being the most famous example (see, e.g., [2, 3, 4, 5]). Thorough understanding of this novel
features is crucially important both for the progress of the fundamental research in this area
and for the development of reliable high-technology products based on such systems.
In the last decade extensive experimental and theoretical effort was dedicated to the studies of
magnetization dynamics of single-layer nanoelements. Among them the nanodisks possessing
closed magnetization configuration with the central vortex (for continuous disks) or without it
(for rings with the hole in the middle) represent the simplest non-trivial example due to their
circular form and hence - axially symmetric magnetization configuration. Magnetization
dynamics of these nanodisks has been extensively studied using advanced experimental
techniques, analytical theories and numerical simulations [6] and is satisfactory understood.
The next complicated case is a square or rectangular single-layer nanoelement with either
saturated magnetization state or closed Landau domain structure. In the state close to satura-
tion the main non-trivial effect is due to the strong demagnetizing field near the element edges
perpendicular to the field and magnetization direction; corresponding dynamics could also be
understood quantitatively combining experimental and theoretical methods (see, e.g., [2, 4]
and references therein). The closed Landau magnetization pattern is much more demanding at
least from the theoretical point of view, because magnetization dynamics of this structure
exhibits both highly localized (oscillation of the central core and domain walls) and extended
(oscillation of domain areas) modes. But many important features of this dynamics could be
also understood very recently using such advanced experimental methods as time-resolved
Kerr microscopy and space resolved quasielastic Brilloin light scattering techniques,
supported by detailed numerical simulations [7, 8, 9, 10, 11].
However, single-layer elements are not very interesting from the point of view of potential
applications, because almost any technical device based on magnetic nanolayers employs - for
various, but fundamental reasons - mainly multilayer structures. An additional layer (or seve-
ral such layers) is required, e.g., as a reference layer with 'fixed' magnetization to detect via
some MR effect the resistance change when the 'free' layer changes its magnetization direc-
tion, or as an electron spin polarizer in spintronic devices, etc. For this reason the magnetiza-
tion dynamics of multilayered structures is of the major interest.
In such structures the interlayer interaction effects play often a very important role. Even if
we leave aside a strong exchange (RKKY) coupling present in structures with very thin non-
magnetic spacers consisting of some specific materials like Ru, we are still left with the un-
avoidable magnetodipolar coupling between the layers. This coupling is identically zero only
for a multilayer structure with infinitely extended and homogeneously magnetized layers - the
situation which virtually never is encountered in practice. For this reason understanding of the
magnetodipolar interlayer interaction influence is absolutely necessary for further progress.
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some regions - perpendicular to the free layer surface, thus inducing very large "surface mag-
netic charges" and consequently - high stray fields. Typical example of such systems are mul-
tilayers with a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy and nanoelements where the magnetization
lies in the layer plane, but is nearly saturated, so that large stray fields emerge near the side
edges of a multilayer stack. The influence of the interlayer interaction in such systems has
been extensively investigated in the past for the quasistatic magnetization structures (see, e.g.,
the review [12] and references therein) and very recently - by studies of the magnetization
dynamics [13].
To avoid the strong interaction caused by the magnetization directed normally to the free sur-
face, a commonly used idea is to employ multilayer nanoelements with closed magnetization
structures. In nanodisks such a structure is represented by an in-plane rotating magnetization,
containing a central vortex as the only element producing strong demagnetizing field. Magne-
todipolar interaction between the cores of such vortices in such multilayered circular nanodots
has been investigated recently in [13].
For the next commonly used nanoelement shape - magnetic rectangle - the closed magnetiza-
tion structure is achieved by the famous Landau pattern with four homogeneously magnetized
domains and four 90o domain walls (in case of a square element). For sufficiently thin films
commonly used in technologically relevant systems these walls are the so called Neel walls
[14] with the magnetization lying almost in the element plane. Such a magnetization
configuration contains only volume 'magnetic charges' (no free poles on the element surface,
and hence - no surface charges), which are usually weaker than surface charges. For this
reason the interlayer interaction mediated by the domain walls is multilayer elements with the
closed magnetization structure is expected to be weaker than in multilayer stacks with
saturated  magnetization.
However, recently several research groups [15, 16, 17, 18] have demonstrated that the stray
field caused by the magnetization of vortex and/or Neel walls in one layer of a multilayered
system can still strongly affect the magnetic state of other layers. Most of these studies use
simplified DW models which enable a semianalytical treatment of the problem (see, e.g., [15,
16]), but rigorous micromagnetic simulations have confirmed that the stray field of a vortex
wall with the Neel cap [17] or of a purely Neel wall [18] can strongly affect the magnetic state
of other layers even if the interlayer separation is as large as ~ 100 nm [18].
In this study we consider multilayer square elements with lateral sizes ~ 1 mkm and thicknes-
ses of magnetic layers and non-magnetic spacers ~ 10 nm (i.e., geometry typical for numerous
applications). We shall demonstrate that in such systems the magnetodipolar interlayer inter-
action due to the Neel domain walls of the closed Landau structure is strong enough to change
qualitatively both the quasistatic magnetization structure and magnetization dynamics of a
system. The paper is organized as follows. After the brief description of our simulation me-
thodology (Sec. II.A) we show reference results for a square single-layer element which will
serve for comparison with multilayered systems. Afterwards we analyze in detail the effect of
the interlayer interaction on the quasistatic magnetization structure and magnetization dyna-
mics for a square FM/NM/FM trilayer (Sec. II.C), considering both the influence of the initial
magnetization state - compare Sec. II.C and D, and the effect of the random polycrystalline
grain structure - compare Sec. II.D and E. In Sec. III we compare our results with (unfor-
tunately very few) available experimental and numerical studies of similar systems, and
discuss the possibility of an experimental verification of our simulation predictions.
4II. NUMERICAL SIMULATION RESULTS
A. Numerical simulations setup
In this study we have simulated the trilayer element Co/Cu/Py with the following geometry
shown in Fig. 1 (when not stated otherwise): lateral sizes 1 x 1 mkm2, Co and Py layer thick-
nesses hCo = hPy = 25 nm, Cu interlayer thickness (non-magnet spacer thickness between Co
and Py layers) hsp = 10 nm. Both magnetic layers were discretized into Nx x Nz x Ny = 200 x
200 x 4 rectangular prismatic cells. We have checked that the discretization into at least 4 in-
plane sublayers was necessary to reproduce correctly the 3D magnetization structure of 90o
domain walls (DW) present in the equilibrium Landau magnetization state of square
nanoelements.
The following magnetic parameters have been used: for Py - saturation magnetization
Py
S 860M = G, exchange stiffness constant A
Py
 = 110-6 erg/cm and cubic magnetocrystalline
grain anisotropy Py 3cub 5 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3; for Co - CoS 1400M = G, A
Co
 = 310-6 erg/cm and
magnetocrystalline grain anisotropies Co 5cub 6 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3
 for the cubic fcc modification of
Co and Co 6un 4 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3
 for its uniaxial hcp modification (see [19] for discussion of all
values for Co). The average grain (crystallite) size 10D  =  nm (in all directions) with 3D
randomly oriented anisotropy axes of various crystallites was used for both magnetic
materials. There was no correlation between the crystallites in Py and Co layers.
Simulations of both the equilibrium magnetization structure and magnetization dynamics
were performed using our commercially available MicroMagus package (see [20] for
implementation details). For simulations of the magnetization dynamics the package employs
the optimized Bulirsch-Stoer method with the adaptive step-size control to integrate the
Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert equation for the magnetization motion with the standard linear
Gilbert damping (damping constant was set to λ = 0.01 throughout our simulations). Due to
the small amplitude of magnetization oscillations studied here we believe that this simplest
damping form adequately describes the energy dissipation in our system. We also did not take
into studies additional damping caused by the spin pumping effect in magnetic multilayers
(see, e.g., [21]), because this is beyond the scope of this paper.
We have studied magnetization dynamics of our system in a pulsed magnetic field applied
perpendicularly to the element plane. To obtain magnetization excitation eigenmodes of an
equilibrium magnetization state we have applied a short field pulse in the out-of-plane
direction with the maximal field value Hmax = 100 Oe and the trapezoidal time dependence
with rise and fall times tr = tf = 100 ps and the plateau duration tpl = 300 ps. To obtain the
eigenmode spectrum, we have set the dissipation constant to zero (λ = 0) and recorded
magnetization trajectories of each cell during the pulse and for ∆t = 10 ns after the pulse was
over. Spatial profiles of the eigenmodes (spatial maps of the oscillation power distribution in
the element plane) were then obtained in the meanwhile standard way [2, 22] using the
Fourier analysis of these magnetization trajectories after the pulse decay. Because the applied
field pulse was spatially homogeneous, we could observe only eigenmodes which symmetry
was not lower than the symmetry of the equilibrium magnetization state of the studied system.
In principle, the analysis of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the energy Hessian matrix
[23] allows to obtain all eigenmodes, but our method can be used for much larger systems
5because it does not require the explicit search of eigenvalues for large matrices with sizes Z x
Z proportional to total number of discretization cells Z  ~ Nx x Nz x Ny. For the qualitative
analysis of the influence of various physical factors on the magnetization dynamics aimed in
this paper our method provides enough information.
To study the transient magnetization dynamics which could be compared to real experiments
we have applied the same field pulse as described above and recorded magnetization time
dependencies for each discretization cell during the pulse and for ∆t = 3 ns after the pulse.
Here the dissipation constant was set to λ = 0.01 - the value commonly reported in literature
for thin Py films; the same constant was used for Co layer. We have checked that increasing
this value up to λ = 0.05 led, as expected, to faster overall oscillation decay, but did not
produce any qualitative changes in the magnetization dynamics.
B. Single layer Py element as the reference system
Keeping in mind that we are going to study interaction effects in a trilayer system, we first
present reference results for the single Py nanoelement with the same parameters as the Py
layer of the complete trilayer (the square element 1 x 1 mkm2, with the thickness hPy = 25 nm,
Py
S 860M = G, A
Py
 = 110-6 erg/cm, Py 3cub 5 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3). Fig. 2a shows the equilibrium
magnetization structure of such a nanoelement obtained starting from the initial state
consisting of four homogeneously magnetized domains in corresponding triangles (as shown,
e.g., in Fig. 4a), whereby magnetic moments of four central cells were oriented perpendicular
to the layer plane (along the y-axis). As expected, the very small random grain anisotropy of
Permalloy has virtually no influence on the magnetization state, so that the equilibrium
magnetization forms a nearly perfect closed Landau magnetization pattern with four 90o Neel
domain walls between the domains and the central vortex showing upwards.
Spectrum of magnetization excitations for this Landau pattern is shown in Fig. 2b together
with spatial maps of the oscillation power of the out-of-plane magnetization component for
each significant spectral peak. We remind (see Sec. IIA) that the field pulse used to draw the
magnetization out of its equilibrium state was spatially homogeneous, and hence only modes
with the corresponding symmetry could be excited. Excitation modes of the Landau domain
pattern have been recently studied in detail in [10, 11], so here we will only briefly mention
several issues important for further comparison with the trilayer system.
The lowest peak in the excitation spectrum in Fig. 2b corresponds, in a qualitative agreement
with the results from [10], to the domain wall oscillations, whereby due to the spatial
symmetry of the exciting field pulse we observe only the oscillation mode where all domain
walls oscillate in-phase. We are not aware of any analytical theory which would allow to cal-
culate the frequency of a 90o domain wall oscillations and thus could be compared to our
simulations. From the qualitative point of view, DW oscillations are exchange-dominated and
their frequency is the lowest one among other exchange-dominated magnetization excitations,
because the equilibrium magnetization configuration inside a DW is inhomogeneous and thus
its stiffness with respect to small deviations from the equilibrium is smaller than for a colline-
ar magnetization state.
Peaks with higher frequencies correspond to the oscillations within four triangular domains of
the Landau structure; again, only symmetric in-phase oscillations have been observed. Accor-
ding to the analysis performed in [10, 11] domain excitations can be classified into the
following types. First, there exist modes which power distribution has nodes (between the
peaks) in the radial direction, i.e., from the square center to its edges. Corresponding wave
6vector is perpendicular to the magnetization direction in the domains ( ⊥k M ). Such modes
are similar to Damon-Eshbach modes in extended thin films and are called radial (wave vec-
tor in the radial direction) [10] or transverse (because ⊥k M ) [11]. Second, there exist modes
with power distribution nodes along the contour around the square center. In this case regions
with high power form elongated bands from the center to the edges of the square. For these
modes the wave vector of their spatial power distribution is roughly parallel to the local
magnetization direction in each domain ( k M ); they behaviour is similar to the backward
volume modes in extended thin films. For obvious reasons this second type is called azi-
muthal [10] or longitudinal [11] modes.
As it can be seen from Fig. 2b, our field pulse excites mainly an azimuthal mode with the
frequency f  3.2 GHz and several modes which can be classified as mixed radial-azimuthal
modes, because their spatial power distribution has nodes along both the radial direction and
the contours around the square center. These our results can be compared to simulations from
[11], where the Py element with the same lateral sizes 1000 x 1000 nm2, but with the smaller
thickness h = 16 nm was studied. Qualitatively our power maps are very similar to those
shown in [11], but there are some important discrepancies. First of all, our overall excitation
spectrum is very different from that presented in [11] (compare our Fig. 2b with Fig. 1d from
[11]), although several peak positions are very close. Our power maps for specific modes also
have some qualitative similarities to several maps presented in [11], but detailed comparison
does not make much sense due to the different total power spectra as mentioned above. All
these difference may arise because the simulated nanoelement in [11] was not discretized in
the layer plane,  but we believe that the major reasons are (i) the much shorter excitation pulse
(td = 2.5 ps pulse length) used in [11] compared to our (300 ps) and (ii) the presence of the
finite damping in simulations from [11]. This problem requires further investigation, but is
beyond the scope of this paper.
Transient magnetization dynamics for the single-layer Py element after the application of the
same field pulse as used for the studies of the excitation spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. We
remind that for these simulations we have used the non-zero damping λ = 0.01 typical for Py
films. Fig 3 shows the time dependence of the angle between the average layer magnetization
and the element plane ( ) ( )t m tΨ ⊥  (panel (a)), spatial maps of the out-of-plane magnetizati-
on projection during the pulse (b) and after the pulse (c). By displaying the out-of-plane mag-
netization projection we have subtracted the equilibrium magnetization eq ( )m r , so that maps
in Fig. 3 (and all other figures where the transient magnetization dynamics is shown) repre-
sent the difference eq( , ) ( )m m t m∆ ⊥ ⊥ ⊥= −r r . Homogeneous grey background around the mag-
netic element shows the reference grey intensity for 0m∆ ⊥ = .
First of all, we emphasize that even the small damping λ = 0.01 used here leads to relatively
fast oscillation decay (within ~ 3 ns after the pulse). After the initial increase of the perpendi-
cular magnetization projection due to the field pulse (see the bright contrast across the whole
square in Fig. 3b) is over, the time dependence of the average magnetization is dominated by
relatively fast oscillations of the domains, slightly modulated by oscillations of a lower frequ-
ency due to the domain wall motion. Corresponding patterns can be seen in Fig. 3c, where
one can directly recognize that domain walls and domains themselves oscillate with very
different frequencies. Further, comparison of the time-dependent maps from Fig. 3c with the
spatial power maps in Fig. 2b shows the qualitative relation between the eigenmodes and the
transient dynamics of the Py square in this case: not only the contrast due to the DW oscilla-
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domain walls agree qualitatively with the eigenmode power distributions shown in Fig. 2b.
Analogous simulations (with qualitatively similar results) have been carried out in [24] in
order to explain the magnetization dynamics observed there using the time-resolved X-ray
microscopy. We shall return to the analysis of these results by comparing our simulation with
experimental data in Sec. III.
C. Trilayer Co/Cu/Py element: Landau structures with the same rotation sense in both
magnetic layers
1. Deformation of the quasistatic magnetization structure
In this section we consider the trilayer element Co(25nm)/Cu(10nm)/Py(25nm), 1 x 1 mkm2
in-plane size, with magnetic parameters given in Sec. II.B and cubic random anisotropy of Co
grains with Co 5cub 6 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3
. In order to determine the equilibrium magnetization state
of any system by minimizing its magnetic free energy we have to choose the initial (starting)
magnetization state.  As such a state we take in this section for both Co and Py layers the
closed in-plane magnetization configuration with sharply formed four triangular domains and
four magnetic moments in the middle of each layer pointing in the same out-of-plane direc-
tion - along the +y-axis (to fix the orientation of the central vortex). An important point is that
the rotation sense of the starting magnetization state is the same for both layers. This initial
state is shown schematically in Fig. 4a. The situation, when the initial state consists of two
closed magnetization configurations with opposite rotation senses in Co and Py layers, is
considered in the next subsection.
The corresponding equilibrium state which comes out as the result of the energy minimization
is shown in Fig. 4c. The most striking feature of this state is the strong deformation of a 'nor-
mal' Landau pattern (see Fig. 2a). Namely, central vortices in Co and Py layers are signifi-
cantly displaced in opposite directions and domain walls are bended - also in opposite direc-
tions for Co and Py. Equilibrium domains in both layers do not have anymore a shape of iso-
sceles triangles, but rather form 'triangles' with slightly bended sides of different lengths. The
degree of the deformation described above depends both on the Cu spacer thickness and the
lateral size of the squared trilayer structure (results not shown).
The reason for this unusual deformation can be understood by analyzing the intermediate
magnetization configurations arising during the energy minimization. At the first stage of this
process the 'normal' Landau domain configuration inside each layer is formed. It is well
known that the 90o Neel domain walls of this magnetization configuration possess both
volume and surface 'magnetic charges' along them. We consider in detail the configuration of
surface charges, because the density of these 'charges' is simply proportional to the out-of-
plane magnetization component ( )m⊥ r  and is thus easier to visualize. The corresponding map
of the out-of-plane magnetization ( )m⊥ r  for the equilibrium Landau state of a 25 nm thick
square Py nanoelement is shown in Fig. 4b. One can clearly see significant enhancement of
the ( )m⊥ r -magnitude along all four domain walls. Thus two lines of the opposite 'surface
magnetic' charges are formed along each wall, building a kind of a 'linear dipole' (shown
schematically in Fig. 4b with arrows and + and – signs). Now, it is important to realize that
the orientation of these dipoles for the given domain wall is the same on both upper and lower
surfaces of the nanoelement. For this reason, for the geometry shown in Fig. 1 and initial
magnetization states with the same rotation senses (as shown in Fig. 4a) we have on the upper
8Co surface and lower Py surface linear dipoles with the same (parallel) orientations along all
four walls in each layer. The volume 'charges' formed due to the non-zero magnetization
divergence in the nanoelement volume have a qualitatively similar distribution. They also
contribute to the effect described below; with the decrease of the film thickness, when the
Neel wall tends to a perfectly 'in-plane' magnetization structure, the contribution from these
volume charges becomes dominating.
The linear dipoles described above dipoles obviously repel each other, and due to the small
interlayer distance (which is in this case significantly smaller than the wall width) this
repulsion is very strong. With other words, corresponding 90o Neel domain walls in Co and
Py layers 'feel' a strong mutual repulsion, so that they start to move away from each other. As
the result, domain walls in Co and Py layers shift in opposite directions, forming the final
equilibrium structure displayed in Fig. 4c. We note in passing that for the starting state used in
these simulations, the central vortices in Co and Py layer have the same orientation and thus
attract each other. However, due to the small vortex area this attraction can not compensate
for the strong repulsion of all domain walls, although the surface density of magnetic charges
within the vortices is much higher than along the walls to due a large values of ( )m⊥ r  within
the vortex.
For further consideration it also important to note that the equilibrium magnetization state of
Co is disturbed by its random grain anisotropy more than for the Py layer, for which the influ-
ence of this anisotropy is very small. Corresponding disturbance can be seen on the spatial
map of ( )m⊥ r  for Co (Fig. 4c, middle panel of the upper row), but for the moderate cubic ani-
sotropy of Co Co 5cub 6 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3 and the small average crystallite size 10D  =  nm, this
disturbance is still rather weak.
2. Eigenmodes and transient magnetization dynamics
Strong deformation of the equilibrium domain structure discussed in the previous subsection
has a qualitative impact on magnetization dynamics in the trilayer as compared to a single-
layer systems.
First of all, spectrum of eigenmodes of the Py layer from Co/Cu/Py trilayer (shown in Fig. 5,
upper panel) is qualitatively different from the corresponding single-layer Py square (Fig. 2b).
Irregular domain structure results in a quasi-continuos (for our resolution) oscillation power
spectrum, because peaks corresponding to the oscillations of each domain and domain wall
are located at different positions. In particular, all domain walls oscillate with various frequ-
encies, as shown in Fig. 5 by the peaks of the 1st group (a, b, c). These peaks can be attributed
to oscillations of different domain walls as displayed on the power spatial maps in the upper
row of these maps. Eigenmode frequencies for oscillations within the domains also differ
significantly for different Py domains, as shown by the peak positions of the 2nd group in the
spectrum. In addition, the power distribution patterns within each domain become highly
irregular, as shown by corresponding maps in the second map row in the same figure. For
higher frequencies (group 3), the power distribution is even more complicated, although some
typical attributes of longitudinal and transverse modes can still be recognized (3rd map row).
Transient magnetization dynamics of the same trilayer system with the finite damping (it was
set to λ = 0.01 for both Co and Py layers) also strongly differs from the monolayer case. Cor-
responding time dependencies for the out-of-plane angles ( ) ( )t m tΨ ⊥ of the average magne-
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total system (thick solid line).
The out-of-plane magnetization deviation during the field pulse is smaller for the Co layer
than for the Py layer, due to the higher saturation magnetization of Co which leads to larger
demagnetizing field caused by the out-of-plane excursion of Co magnetization. Due to the
same larger saturation magnetization of Co (and equal Co and Py layer thicknesses), the basic
oscillation frequency is now close to the oscillation frequency of domains for the single-layer
Co nanosquare: Co layer in the trilayer element determines the overall oscillation frequency,
'locking' (capturing) the frequency of the Py layer domains also. Because the eigenfrequencies
of Co and Py domains do not coincide, this phenomenon leads to a much faster decay of the
domain oscillations in the Py layer compared to the case of the single-layer Py element (com-
pare the dashed lines in Fig. 6a to Fig. 3a). In fact, shortly after the pulse is over (t > 0.6 ns),
Py domain oscillations are barely visible both in the average magnetization time-dependence
(Fig. 6a) and spatial maps of the out-of-plane magnetization component (Fig. 6c). Low-frequ-
ency oscillations of the average magnetization of Py are entirely determined by the oscillati-
ons of bended DWs. Note that oscillations of different walls are out of phase due to the diffe-
rent eigenfrequencies of the four DWs in the disturbed Landau structure (see Fig. 5), so that
for the given time moment different walls (and even different regions of one and the same
wall) can exhibit opposite magnetization contrasts as displayed on the last images in both map
rows in Fig. 6b and 6c. We shall return to this important circumstance by comparing our
simulations to experimental data in Sec. III.
D. Trilayer Co/Cu/Py element: Landau structures with opposite rotation senses in Co
and Py magnetic layers
Equilibrium magnetization configuration. It is well known that the initial magnetization state
used to start the energy minimization in micromagnetics can have a decisive influence on the
equilibrium configuration resulting from this minimization, because any realistic ferromagne-
tic system possesses many energy minima due to several competing interactions present in
ferromagnets. For this reason we have studied the influence of the starting configuration on
the equilibrium magnetization and dynamical properties of our trilayer system, choosing as an
alternative starting state the same Landau-like domains structure as described at the beginning
of subsection II.C.1, but with opposite rotation senses for Co and Py layers (see Fig. 7a).
In this case Landau patterns are also formed at the initial energy minimization stage in both
magnetic layers. However, closed magnetization states in Co and Py layers have now opposite
rotation senses. For this reason linear magnetic dipoles appearing along each domain wall at
the upper Co and lower Py surfaces as described in subsection II.C.1 above, are oriented anti-
parallel. Hence the domain walls (which form these dipoles) attract each other, so that these
walls become wider and do not move across the layers. This naturally leads to a nearly sym-
metrical magnetization configurations in both Co and Py. This configuration is qualitatively
similar to a 'normal' Landau pattern in a single square nanoelement, but domain walls are
much broader (compare Fig. 7b to Fig. 2a).
Table 1. Energies of equilibrium magnetization states shown in Fig. 4c and 7b.
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Initial magn. state Total energy
(nanoerg)
Anisotropy
energy
Exchange
energy
Demag.
energy
The same rotation
senses in Co and Py 4.193 2.851 0.715 0.627
Opposite rotation
senses in Co and Py 3.602 2.838 0.510 0.254
It is instructive to compare the energies of equilibrium magnetization configurations obtained
from the two different starting states as explained above. From Table 1 one can see that the
total energy of the configuration with opposite rotation senses of closed magnetization states
in Co and Py layers (Fig. 7b) is lower than the energy of the state with the same rotation sen-
ses in both layers (Fig. 4c). The total energy decrease is mainly due to the smaller exchange
energy (wider domain walls) and demagnetizing energy (attraction of domain wall dipoles) in
the 'opposite' state. However, due to the dominant contribution of the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy (which is nearly equal in both cases) the total energy difference is not very
large, so in experimental realizations both states can be expected.
Magnetization dynamics: eigenmodes. The almost symmetrical equilibrium magnetization
state results in the excitation spectrum with much narrower peaks than for the strongly
disturbed asymmetrical state considered in the previous subsection. Corresponding spectrum
of eigenmodes for the Py layer (from the Co/Cu/Py trilayer) is shown in Fig. 8 together with
spatial maps of the oscillation power. All domain walls have now nearly the same oscillation
frequency (similar to the situation for the single-layer Py element), but due to the increased
width of the domain walls corresponding oscillation regions are also much wider - compare
the 1st map on Fig. 8 with the 1st map on Fig. 2b. Broadening of domain walls manifests itself
also in the significant decrease of the corresponding oscillation frequency ( 2.2 GHz for the
Py layer within the trilayer vs  3.2 GHz for the single-layer Py element).
Spectral peaks corresponding to the oscillations of domains themselves are also much narro-
wer than for the highly asymmetrical state discussed above, so that several modes can be well
resolved (Fig. 8). Although the oscillation frequencies for various domains coincides (within
our resolution f ~ 0.1 GHz) and oscillation power patterns for various domains are very
similar (at least for modes 2 and 3 shown in Fig. 8), the absolute values of the spatial power
significantly differs from domain to domain. We attribute this effect to the random anisotropy
fluctuations of the Co layer. It is well known that due to the small average crystallite size
these fluctuations are largely 'averaged out' [25]. However, remaining small fluctuations of
the out-of-plane magnetization in the Co layer on a large spatial scale have a significant
influence on the Py layer eigenmodes due to the large saturation magnetization of Co and
small spacer thickness. In particular, these fluctuations may lead to the redistribution of the
oscillation power between the domains as can be seen on the spatial power maps in Fig. 8.
Magnetization dynamics: transient behaviour. Due to the qualitatively different equilibrium
magnetization state for the trilayer with oppositely oriented Landau structures in Co and Py
layers its transient magnetization oscillations (after the field pulse) for the finite damping case
are also very different from both the single-layer square and the trilayer possessing Landau
structures with the same rotation senses in both Co and Py layers. Corresponding simulation
results are shown in Fig. 9 in the same format as in Fig. 6.
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First of all, due to the largely restored symmetry of the equilibrium magnetization configura-
tion, magnetization oscillations of different domain walls and different domains are now 'in-
phase'. Due the much 'softer' magnetization configurations of the domains their oscillations
have now a much higher amplitude than for the trilayer with 'parallel' Landau structures
(compare after-pulse oscillations and magnetization maps in Fig. 6 and Fig. 9). For this reason
the relative contribution of domain wall oscillations to the time dependence of the average
magnetization is almost negligible. It can be seen that domain oscillations are dominated by
the propagating spin wave which is excited at the square center (core of the Landau structure).
Its wavefront has initially a nearly squared form, but when the wave propagates towards the
element edges, its front becomes circular. Several nodes appear along this wave front for the
sufficiently long propagation time (see several last maps in Fig. 9) in accordance with the
spatial power distribution of the system eigenmodes. However, the propagating time shown in
Fig. 9 is too short to establish the nodal structure with as many nodes as shown in Fig. 6.
E. Trilayer Co/Cu/Py element: influence of the Co anisotropy type
It is well known that thin polycrystalline Co films may possess two kinds of the magnetocrys-
talline grain anisotropy, according to the two possible grain types: fcc grains have the cubic
anisotropy Co 5cub 6 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3
 (the case which was analyzed above) and hcp grains have
the much stronger uniaxial anisotropy Co 6un 4 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3
 (see [19] and original
experiments in [26] for the corresponding discussion). Films with mixed fcc-hcp structure are
also possible. For this reasons we have studied the effect of the Co anisotropy type on the
equilibrium magnetization structure and magnetization dynamics of our trilayer simulating the
system with all parameters as given above, and with the starting Landau states with the same
rotation sense in both magnetic layers, but with the uniaxial anisotropy of Co grains
Co 6
un 4 10K = ⋅  erg/cm
3
. Grain anisotropy axes were again distributed randomly in 3D.
Corresponding results are presented in Fig. 10 and 11.
The major effect of such a large magnetocrystalline grain anisotropy is the strong disturbance
of the equilibrium magnetization structure, as it can be seen from Fig. 10. Despite the small
average grain size 10D  =  nm, the anisotropy fluctuations in Co even after their 'averaging-
out' [25] are sufficiently strong to induce large deviations from the ideal Landau structure and
to enforce significant randomly varying out-of-plane magnetization component on the lateral
Co surfaces. The stray field induced on the Py layer by this Co ( )m⊥ r -component nearly
destroys the original Landau magnetization structure of this layer, so that only the overall
magnetization rotation sense is preserved. The initially triangular domains of the Landau
structure now have a highly irregular form and only small pieces of domain walls (mainly
near the Py square corners) can be recognized (Fig. 10b).
Correspondingly, the magnetization dynamics of such a trilayer element again differs quali-
tatively from all cases studied above (Fig. 11). Oscillations of the domain walls are almost
invisible. Average magnetization time dependence is entirely dominated by the circular wave
emitted from the central vortex as shown in Fig. 11b and 11c. Due to the strongly disturbed
domain structure and absence of well defined domain walls (at least in the middle of the Py
square) the wave front is roughly circular from the very beginning. However, irregularities of
the equilibrium magnetization structure within the domains lead to large modulations of the
oscillation amplitude along the wave front, as it can be recognized already for the initial stage
of the wave propagation (Fig. 11b).
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III. VERIFICATION OF SIMULATION PREDICTIONS AND COMPARISON WITH
EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS
Although, as already mentioned in the Introduction, both static magnetization structures and
magnetization dynamics in multilayer nanoelements have been extensively studied in the last
several years, we are not aware of any experiments which could be used for direct confirma-
tion or disprove of our simulation results.
In principle, our predictions concerning the equilibrium magnetization structure in square
mkm-sized multilayer elements  (Fig. 4, 8, 10, 12) can be verified quite easily. Fabrication of
mkm- and sub-mkm patterned multilayer elements of corresponding sizes is possible using
several experimental techniques. Deformation of the 'normal' Landau structure predicted by us
is strong enough for both the same and opposite magnetization rotation senses in individual
layers of the magnetic element. Hence it should be possible to detect this deformation with the
state-of-the-art methods for the observation of magnetization structures in nm-thick layers,
e.g., using the meanwhile standard high-resolution MFM-facilities. We believe, that in an
array of square nanoelements composed as described in this paper both types of the equilibri-
um magnetization states (depending on random initial fluctuations of the magnetization) will
be formed, so that structures shown both in Fig. 4 and Fig. 7 can be found.
Magnetization dynamics of thin film systems can be measured nowadays not only with a very
high lateral and temporal resolution, but also element-specific using the synchrotron X-ray
radiation [24, 27, 28] with the potential resolution of several tens of nanometers. Layer-
selective measurements are also possible using the Kerr microscopy technique [29], whereby
the resolution lies in the sub-mkm region (see, e.g., the recent detailed study of the magnetiza-
tion dynamics of the Landau state for Py squares with sizes ~ 10 - 40 mkm in [32]). As
already mentioned in the Introduction, most papers on this topic are devoted to the
magnetization dynamics of mkm-sized single-layer elements. Excitations for trilayered
circular Py/Cu/Py nanodots at different external fields were studied in thermodynamical
equilibrium in [30];  mainly the interlayer interaction effects due to the magnetic poles on the
edges of nearly saturated layers have been described. There are also a few papers where the
magnetization switching of rectangular magnetic trilayers is studied (see, e.g., [31]), where
the major effect is also due to the strong stray fields induced near the edges of a nanoelement
in a magnetically saturated state.
We are aware of only two experimental studies which results can be more or less directly rela-
ted to the subject of this paper, namely, the interlayer dipolar interaction dominated by the
nearly in-plane domain walls of the closed (Landau-like) magnetization configuration. In both
cases [24, 27] the magnetization dynamics of Co/Cu/Py square trilayers was studied using the
element-specific time-dependent synchrotron X-ray microscopy.
In the pioneering paper [24] the transient magnetization dynamics of a relatively large 4 x 4
mkm2 trilayer Co(50nm)/Cu(2nm)/Py(50nm) was studied by the pump-and-probe X-ray
magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) microscopy in the field pulse perpendicular to the
sample plane. This technique has allowed to investigate the magnetization dynamics with the
temporal resolution ~ 50 ps and potential spatial resolution ~ 20 nm (however, the actual reso-
lution achieved in [24] is much poorer and is difficult to estimate due to a significant shot
noise). Stoll et al. [24] did not study the equilibrium magnetization state of their system and
have presented spatial maps of the out-of-plane magnetization component of the Py layer only
for various time moments during and after the field pulse. Magnetization maps shown in [24]
are effectively differential images between the excited and equilibrium magnetic states, so
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that the contrasts due to the static domain walls and central vortex of the closed magnetization
structure are excluded.
The main qualitative features of experimental images presented in [24] are the following: (i)
bright and relatively narrow bands along the diagonals of the squared magnetic element, i.e.,
where the domain walls of the 'normal' equilibrium Landau pattern are located; (ii) at the
same time different domain walls exhibit contrast of different brightness and even of different
signs, indicating that oscillations phases and/or frequencies for different walls are different;
(iii) after the decay of the field pulse virtually no contrast within the domains themselves can
be seen, so that the average out-of-plane magnetization component after the field pulse is zero
( Py ( ) 0m⊥  =r ) within the experimental resolution.
The authors of [24] attributed the narrow contrast bands mentioned above to the domain walls
oscillations. To support their experimental findings, Stoll et al. have performed dynamic mic-
romagnetic simulations, where they have included the Py layer only and discretized this layer
only in the lateral plane. Simulated out-of-plane magnetization images shown in [24]
demonstrate, of course, the time-dependent contrast between the oscillations of domain walls
and domains themselves, but clearly fail to reproduce all other qualitative features of their
experimental images listed above.
We have also performed simulations of the Py single layer element with the sizes used in
[24], discretizing it into 400 x 400 x 4 (totally 6.4105) cells. We note that due to the low
anisotropy and relatively low saturation magnetization of  Py the size of our discretization
cells 10 x 10 x 12.5 nm3 was small enough to reproduce main features of the Py dynamics.
Proper simulation of the magnetic trilayer with the same lateral sizes including the 50 nm
thick Co layer would require to halve the cell size in each dimension, so that the overall cell
number would be prohibitively large for the state-of-the-art micromagnetic simulations. Our
Py ( )m⊥ r -images (Fig. 12) qualitatively agree with simulation data from [24], demonstrating
once more that when the interaction with the Co layer is neglected, in-phase oscillations of all
four DWs of the Landau pattern should be observed. In addition, the strong contrast within
the domains after the field pulse is clearly seen in Fig. 12c, manifesting itself also in strong
after-pulse oscillations of the average out-of-plane magnetization Py ( )m t⊥   as shown in Fig.
12a. The amplitude of these after-pulse oscillations is comparable with the maximal value of
Pym⊥   achieved during the pulse. Taking into account that the domain contrast during the
pulse is clearly seen in the experimental images presented in [24], it is unlikely that
approximately the same contrast after the pulse would be completely overlooked. All in one,
experimental findings from [24] can not be explained satisfactory when the dynamics of Co
layer and the interlayer interaction in the trilayer Co/Cu/Py is neglected.
Taking into account that we could not simulate (at least not with proper resolution) the comp-
lete system studied in [24], we can compare the results of Stoll et al. with our simulation data
only qualitatively. First of all, we note that the straight lines corresponding to the domain wall
oscillations indicate that Co and Py layers in this experiment possess Landau magnetization
states with opposite rotation senses, because for the trilayer with the same magnetization
rotation senses in both magnetic layers domain walls should be strongly bended (see Fig. 4
and 6 above).
From the remaining possibilities, dynamic magnetization images of the trilayer with 'opposite'
Landau patterns and fcc Co crystallites (Fig. 9) demonstrate well pronounced straight lines
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corresponding to the domain wall oscillations similar to those observed in [24]. However, due
to the high symmetry of the equilibrium state, all domain walls oscillate in-phase and with the
same amplitude, in contrast with strongly out-of-phase DW-oscillations with different
amplitudes seen in Fig. 2 from [24]. For the same trilayer with hcp-Co magnetization
dynamics images are asymmetric (Fig. 11), but due to the very blurred boundaries between Py
domains virtually no contrast is observed along the square diagonals (which would
correspond to DW-oscillations).
At this point it should be noted that the thickness of magnetic layers studied in [24] (hCo = hPy
= 50 nm) is twice as large as in our simulated system (hCo = hPy = 25 nm). In a system with
such thick layers, domain wall structure disturbed due to the interlayer interaction, could be
partially recovered due to thicker magnetic layers. To check this idea, we have  simulated the
Co/Cu/Py trilayer with the same parameters and initial magnetization structure, as for the sys-
tem shown in Fig. 10 and 11, but with the Py thickness hPy = 50 nm; here the Py layer was
discretized in 8 in-plane sublayers, so that the size of the discretization cell was preserved.
Corresponding simulation results are shown in Fig. 13 (equilibrium state) and 14
(magnetization dynamics). One can see, that for such increased Py thickness domain walls in
the equilibrium magnetization state are, indeed, partially recovered (see Fig. 13), so that their
oscillations are clearly visible in the dynamic patterns (Fig. 14). Due to the remaining asym-
metry of the magnetization structure, oscillations of different DWs have different spatial
patterns, amplitudes and frequencies, in a qualitative agreement with the images displayed in
[24]. The average out-of-plane magnetization projection exhibits only very weak oscillations
after the field pulse, which is also in agreement with [24]. However, we observe significant
magnetization contrast near the square center which is due to the wave emitted by the vortex
core; this contrast was not found experimentally [24].
In the second paper mentioned above [27] the magnetization dynamics of 1 x 1 mkm2
Co(20nm)/Cu(10nm)/Py(20nm) trilayer was studied in the in-plane pulsed magnetic field, so
that mainly the central vortex motion could be seen both in Co and Py layers. The authors
display also the equilibrium magnetization structures of both magnetic layers (see Fig. 1 in
[27]), also obtained using XMCD-microscopy. Unfortunately, the resolution of these images
is still not good enough to make any quantitative statements, so one can only say that both Co
and Py layers possess closed magnetization structures with the same rotation senses and that
these structures are somewhat disturbed (compared to 'ideal' Landau patterns). However, no
meaningful quantitative comparison to our results presented in Fig. 4 is possible.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied the effects of magnetodipolar interlayer interaction in trilayer
elements with lateral sizes in sub-mkm region and magnetic layers and spacer thicknesses of
several nanometers. We have shown that due to such a small interlayer distance even relative-
ly weak stray field induced by the 90o Neel domain walls of the closed magnetization state
(Landau-like pattern) causes qualitative changes of both the equilibrium magnetization struc-
ture and magnetization dynamics in these systems. We have also demonstrated that the effect
of such an interaction may be very different, depending not only on the initial magnetization
state used to find the equilibrium magnetization pattern of a system, but also on the crystallo-
graphic structure of magnetic layers. This random crystal grain structure significantly affects
the magnetization dynamics also for very small crystallite size, where the random magneto-
crystalline anisotropy of the grains is largely 'averaged-out'. The statement about this anisotro-
py averaging is often used to justify the neglect of this random anisotropy when simulating
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the corresponding magnetization dynamics; our results reveal that in many important cases
such a neglect may be the prohibitive oversimplification of a problem.
Our simulations clearly demonstrate that for the qualitative and especially quantitative under-
standing of magnetization dynamics in multilayers, magnetodipolar interlayer interaction
effects must be included into consideration, even when the equilibrium magnetization struc-
ture forms a closed flux state and thus its stray field is believed to be relatively weak.
Although we are not aware of any experimental studies which results could be directly com-
pared to our simulation data, our main predictions can be relatively easily verified with avail-
able experimental techniques, as discussed in detail in Sec. III.. However, the accurate sample
characterization both from crystallographic and magnetic points of view is required to enable
a meaningful comparison with experimental results.
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Figure captions:
Fig. 1. Geometry of the simulated system, co-ordinate axes and the pulsed field direction used
in simulations.
Fig. 2. Magnetic properties of the single-layer squared Permalloy element (1000 x 1000 x 25
nm
3): (a) - equilibrium Landau magnetization structure in zero external field shown as grey
scale maps of magnetization projections; (b) - spectrum of eigenmodes excited by the small
out-of-plane pulsed homogeneous field for the state shown in (a). Grey-scale maps below the
spectrum show the spatial distribution of the oscillation power for corresponding peaks
(bright areas correspond to a large oscillation power)
Fig. 3. Magnetization dynamics of a single-layer Permalloy element with the same sizes as in
Fig. 2 in the pulsed out-of-plane field: (a) - time dependence of the angle perp between the
average layer magnetization and the element plane ( perp ~ ( )ymΨ  r , see Fig. 1); the trapezoi-
dal pulse form is shown at the same panel as thin solid line; (b) - grey scale maps of my(r)
(out-of-plane magnetization projection) during the pulse; (c) grey scale maps of my(r) after
the pulse. Oscillations of both domain walls and domains themselves are clearly seen.
Fig. 4. To the formation of a static equilibrium magnetization structure in zero external field
for the trilayer Co/Cu/Py element with the lateral sizes 1000 x 1000 nm2, Co and Py thicknes-
ses hCo = hPy = 25 nm and spacer thickness hCu = 10 nm. The Co layer possesses a fcc poly-
crystalline structure with the average crystallite size 10D  =  nm and cubic grain anisotropy
Kcub = 6105 erg/cm3. (a) - initial magnetization structure used as the starting state by the
calculation of the equilibrium structure shown in (c) as grey scale maps of magnetization
projections; (b) initial distribution of the surface charges responsible for the repulsion of 90o
domain walls initially located along the main diagonals of the square in Co and Py layers.
Fig. 5. Eigenmodes spectrum for a Permalloy layer of the trilayer element with the static
magnetization structure shown in Fig. 4c. Due to the symmetry breaking of the underlying
magnetization state spectral lines corresponding to the oscillations of different domain walls
are positioned at different frequencies (spectral group 1). Spectral peaks corresponding to the
domain oscillations form two quasi-continuous groups (groups 2 and 3), whereby each line
within a group corresponds to magnetization oscillations within a specific domain as shown
by grey-scale maps of the oscillation power distributions below.
Fig. 6. Magnetization dynamics of a trilayer Co/Cu/Py element with the static magnetization
structure shown in Fig. 4c in the pulsed out-of-plane field: (a) - time dependence of the angle
perp between the average magnetization and the element plane for the magnetization of the
total element (thick green line), Co layer (thin blue line) and Py layer (thick dashed line).
Grey scale maps of the out-of-plane magnetization projection of the Py layer during the pulse
(b) and after the pulse (c). Due to different eigenfrequencies oscillations of different domain
walls are out-of-phase here and oscillation of domains themselves are strongly suppressed
compared to the case of a single-layered Py element (Fig. 3c).
Fig. 7. Static equilibrium magnetization structure in zero external field for the same Co/Cu/Py
element as shown in Fig. 4, but starting from Landau magnetization states with opposite
rotation senses in Co and Py layers (a). Resulting equilibrium state is shown at the panel (b)
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as grey scale maps of magnetization projections. It can be seen that due to the attraction of
domain walls for the starting magnetization states the symmetry of the final equilibrium
magnetization structure is nearly preserved.
Fig. 8. Eigenmodes spectrum for a Permalloy layer of the trilayer element with the static
magnetization structure shown in Fig. 7b. Due to the largely preserved symmetry of domain
walls their oscillations have nearly the same frequency (spectral line 1 and grey-scale map 1).
Oscillation power distribution in domain regions (maps 2-4) is still asymmetric due to magne-
todipolar interaction with the Co layer which magnetization has a noticeable and spatially
varying out-of-plane component due to a significant magnetocrystalline anisotropy (fcc Co).
Fig. 9. Magnetization dynamics of a trilayer Co/Cu/Py element with the static magnetization
structure shown in Fig. 7b in the pulsed out-of-plane field presented in the same way as in
Fig. 6. It can be seen that the magnetization dynamics is largely dominated by the propagation
of the spin wave excited at the central vortex; its wave front has initially the square shape
which transforms during the propagation into a nearly circular one.
Fig. 10. Static equilibrium magnetization state for Hext = 0 for the same Co/Cu/Py element as
shown in Fig. 7 (starting from Landau magnetization states with opposite rotation senses in
Co and Py layers - see (a)) but with the Co layer having a hcp polycrystalline structure with
the uniaxial grain anisotropy Kun = 4106 erg/cm3. Due to such a large random anisotropy
value the symmetry of the final magnetization state is strongly disturbed (b) and boundary
regions between the domains are very wide.
Fig. 11. Magnetization dynamics of a trilayer Co/Cu/Py element with the static magnetization
structure shown in Fig. 10b in the pulsed field presented in the same way as in Fig. 9. Due to
the strong disturbance of the static magnetization state the oscillations of domain walls are
nearly invisible. Although the front of the dominating spin wave remains approximately
circular, the wave amplitude shows significant inhomogeneities along this wave front.
Fig. 12. Simulated transient magnetization dynamics for a single-layer Py element with lateral
sizes 4 x 4 mkm2 and thickness hPy = 50 nm (after the same field pulse and presented in the
same way as in Fig. 3). Strong magnetization oscillations within the domain regions after the
field pulse can be seen.
Fig. 13. Static equilibrium magnetization state for Hext = 0 for the same Co/Cu/Py element as
shown in Fig. 10 (starting from Landau states with opposite rotation senses in Co and Py
layers - see (a)) but with the thicker Py layer: hPy = 50 nm. Due to the increased Py layer
thickness domain walls within this layer are partially recovered (see the grey-scale map of
my(r) for Py in Fig. 13b).
Fig. 14. Magnetization dynamics of a trilayer Co/Cu/Py element with the static magnetization
state from Fig. 13b presented in the same way as in Fig. 11. In contrast to the case shown in
Fig. 11, oscillations of domain walls can be clearly seen. However, these oscillations remain
strongly asymmetric, what can be seen especially well on the magnetization maps after the
field pulse (c).
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